Fill in the crossword puzzle by using the clues.

**Across**

1. For presentation software, when you are able to go from any slide to any other slide, then the presentation is said to be ______ ______ ______.

2. In database software, the column heading is the ______ ______ ______ name.

3. A ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ is used to automate the management of different types of data.

4. A ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ is a special drawing in which each electronic component in a circuit is shown as a symbol.

5. A device that can detect the absence or presence of a condition is known as a ______ ______ ______ ______.

6. Electric ______ ______ ______ ______ flows from negative to positive.

**Down**

1. The software for integrating different types of media together is ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ software.

2. For a database, all information about one “person” or row is known as a ______ ______ ______ ______.

3. By using a database and word processor together mail ______ ______ ______ is accomplished.
**Select your answers from the following words:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>presentation</th>
<th>sensor</th>
<th>current</th>
<th>record</th>
<th>merge</th>
<th>field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hyper</td>
<td>database</td>
<td>schematic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fill in the blanks in these sentences with the word that fits.

1. A ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ is used to automate the management of different types of data.
2. By using a database and word processor together mail ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ is accomplished.
3. For a database, all information about one “person” or row is known as a ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___.
4. For presentation software, when you are able to go from any slide to any other slide, then the presentation is said to be ___ ___ ___ ___ ___.
5. The software for integrating different types of media together is ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ software.
6. A device that can detect the absence or presence of a condition is known as a ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___.
7. A ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ is a special drawing in which each electronic component in a circuit is shown as a symbol.
8. Electric ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ flows from negative to positive.
9. In database software, the column heading is the ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ name.

Select your answers from the following words:

- current
- hyper
- merge
- schematic
- record
- field
- presentation
- sensor
- database
Try to find the hidden words.
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Select from the following words:

sensor  hyper  merge  schematic  current  presentation
record  field  database
Mix and Match - Objective 2.05

Fill in the blank with the letter next to the word that best completes the sentence.

1. Electric _________ flows from negative to positive.  
   a. current

2. For a database, all information about one “person” or row is known as a _________ .  
   b. presentation

3. By using a database and word processor together mail _________ is accomplished.  
   c. field

4. The software for integrating different types of media together is _________ software.  
   d. sensor

5. A _________ is a special drawing in which each electronic component in a circuit is shown as a symbol.  
   e. record

6. For presentation software, when you are able to go from any slide to any other slide, then the presentation is said to be _________ .  
   f. schematic

7. A _________ is used to automate the management of different types of data.  
   g. hyper

8. In database software, the column heading is the _________ name.  
   h. merge

9. A device that can detect the absence or presence of a condition is known as a _________ .  
   i. database